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CARE. ACT. SHARE. LIKE CORDAID.

GLOBAL GOALS, LOCAL RESULTS

FOCUS ON FRAGILITY

LINKING RELIEF AND DEVELOPMENT

A staggering number of 1.2 billion people live their daily lives in
the imminence of war, armed conflict and increasingly
recurrent natural disasters. Their basic needs are unmet, their
human rights are trampled, their voices aren’t heard.

Where crises are most daunting and complex, we rise to
the occasion by linking immediate relief and structural
development. Wherever we can we combine life saving
emergency aid with longer term improvement of
▪▪ Security and justice
▪▪ Healthcare systems
▪▪ Economic opportunities

In the heart of their communities, Cordaid mobilizes global
networks, resources and knowledge to help people move beyond
survival and live in dignity.

Resilient communities
To catalyze real change we empower local communities to
set their own development agendas. We mobilize the private
sector, pressure local governments and international decision
makers to change policies and provide public services that
are more responsive to community needs.

In this mission we are guided by compassion and the catholic
social teachings of human dignity, subsidiarity, solidarity and
care of the common good.

As women, entrepreneurs and youth are change makers
par excellence, we support them to expand their leadership
roles in establishing peace and prosperity.
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“After the start of RBF health personnel became
more motivated, working conditions improved and
clinics started to function better.”
Dr. Mwanza Nangunia Nash,
Minister of Health, South Kivu province, DR Congo

Making healthcare accessible using Results Based Financing

CORDAID AND THE SDGs
In 2015 UN member states adopted
17 Sustainable Development Goals
– also called Global Goals – to end
poverty, protect the planet, and
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WHERE WE WORK
Cordaid operates in

NETHERLANDS

22 countries, including
IRAQ

SYRIA

our home country

AFGHANISTAN

the Netherlands.

NEPAL

LEBANON

MYANMAR
HAITI
NIGERIA

CAR SOUTH SUDAN

Our top 10 focus
INDIA

PHILIPPINES

ETHIOPIA

SIERRA LEONE

UGANDA
CAMEROON
DR CONGO

countries are: DR Congo,
Central African Republic,

BANGLADESH

South Sudan, Burundi,

KENYA
BURUNDI

Afghanistan, Ethiopia,

MALAWI

Sierra Leone, Iraq, Syria,
Zimbabwe

ZIMBABWE

SOME OF OUR RESULTS 2015
INNOVATIVE AID

6 million

Over a century of experience and learning puts us in the forefront
of aid effectiveness and aid innovation.

people provided with access to basic healthcare

Results Based Financing

children and students were given access to education

Cordaid successfully introduced Results Based Financing for
healthcare in African and Asian countries. This innovative method,
which finances pre-agreed results of medical service providers,
has become a standard for many aid agencies and governments.
We are now expanding our RBF approach to improve educational
systems and justice and security sectors in conflict-affected settings.

Cordaid Investments
Being an impact investor since 1997, we are a frontrunner in this field.
Cordaid Investments, the asset management branch of Cordaid, has
three investment funds, totaling 63 million euro. They serve the (risk)
capital needs of smallholder farmers in rural areas (RURAF), micro
and small entrepreneurs in fragile African regions (SIFA) and health
centers participating in Cordaid’s RBF programs (Health Fund).

220,000

1.2 million

people benefitted from humanitarian aid/DRR

440,000

loans to entrepreneurs (65% women)

1,500

local security and justice initiatives in DRC

300

female judges trained in Afghanistan

200

women trained in peace building in South Sudan

“Cordaid encouraged us to embrace more innovative
approaches in our partnership with the EU, in particular
in fragile states and Sub-Saharan Africa.”
Cyrill Muller, Vice President for External and Corporate relations,
The World Bank Group.

Join us at www.cordaid.org
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We attach great importance to transparency, as sharing information and
knowledge improves the quality and impact of our work. This is why
Cordaid is in the Steering Committee of the International Aid
Transparency Initiative. And why all our project-related information can
be found on www.cordaid.org, in full compliance with IATI standards. We
invite all aid professionals and concerned citizens to follow up on what we
do and help us improve.
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MORE TRANSPARENCY, MORE IMPACT

Bringing women’s political and security issues to the table at
local, national and international level
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FACTS AND FIGURES*

about cordaid

101

years experience

> 600
Partners

22

Focus countries
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145.4 million euro
Spent on programs

288,000

Private donors in the Netherlands
* source: Cordaid Annual Report 2015

Breaking the disaster cycle, by saving lives and strengthening
peoples’ capacity to manage future disasters.
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Our campaigning power
Our campaigns mobilize
worldwide support and
engagement. As an example
our ‘Small Change, Big
difference’ campaign reached
over 50 million people and
sparkled lively debates about
topics of injustice and poverty,
from Colombia to India.

YOUR IMPLEMENTING PARTNER
“Cordaid’s networks and longstanding partner relations allow us to mobilize local, national
and international stakeholders. Together we are drivers of social change. We work in the
tiniest villages of countries like South Sudan and Afghanistan, as well as in the world’s
centers of decision making. We connect citizens, NGOs, companies and governments to build
a world that is fair and sustainable. We have the implementing power to tackle poverty and
injustice. To expand our work for the world’s most vulnerable people, we are constantly
searching for new partnerships. Therefore we welcome any partnering opportunity with
companies and foundations that share our mission. Whether you are an investor or a grantsbased organization, if your goal is to achieve lasting social impact, we
invite you to become our strategic partner or support the Cordaid
Foundation.
Let’s work together, for more justice and solidarity and less
human suffering, in places where it is most needed.”
Kees Zevenbergen
CEO Cordaid

Some of our partners
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Cordaid strives to end poverty
and exclusion. We do this in the
world’s most fragile and conflictaffected areas as well as in the
Netherlands. We engage local
communities to rebuild trust and
resilience and increase people’s
self-reliance. Our professionals
provide humanitarian assistance
and create opportunities to
improve security, healthcare and
education and stimulate inclusive economic growth. We are
supported by 288,000 private
donors in the Netherlands and by
a worldwide partner network.
This gives us the leverage and
implementing power to solve
problems and create structural
change in the most challenging
settings.

Cordaid is a founding member of
Caritas Internationalis, a
confederation of over 160 catholic
humanitarian organizations.
Together we are on the ground,
around the world, reaching out
to the poor, vulnerable and
excluded, regardless of race and
religion.

contact
Postal address
P.O. Box 16440
2500 BK The Hague
The Netherlands
Address
Lutherse Burgwal 10
2512 CB The Hague
The Netherlands
+31(0)70-31 36 300
cordaid@cordaid.org
www.cordaid.org
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